
 
 

Educator’s Guide to Learning about Mexico 
Using Google Earth  

Overview: 
Students will research the physical features of Mexico using Google Earth to learn about Mexico’s oceans, 
gulfs, bays, lagoons, rivers, deltas, mountains, deserts, trenches or canyons. 

Grades and Subject Areas: 
3rd grade social studies 

Objectives: 
! Students will use Google Earth as a resource to research Mexico’s physical features. 
! Students will develop a better understanding of how to read maps. 

 

I Can Statements: 
! I can find and label physical features oceans, mountains and rivers in Mexico using Google Earth 

maps. 

Curriculum Connections: 
Alaska Content Standards: 

! Science 3-5  
" SD1 Students develop an understanding of Earth’s geochemical cycles. 

D1- Concepts of Earth Science: 
SD The student demonstrates an understanding of the forces that shape Earth by 
SD2.1 Identifying and comparing a variety of Earth’s land features (i.e., rivers, 
deltas, lakes, glaciers, mountains, valleys, and islands) 
 

! Social Studies, Geography 
" A.  Student should be able to make and use maps, globes, and graphs to gather, analyze, 

and report spatial (geographic) information. 
A.1 Use maps and globes to locate places and regions; 
A.4 Use graphic tools and technologies to depict and interpret the world’s human 
and physical systems; 
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A.5 Evaluate the importance of the locations of human and physical features in 
interpreting geographic patterns; 

 
ISTE Student Standards: 

! 5. Technology research tools: 
5.1 Students use technology to locate, evaluate, and collect information from a variety of 
sources. 

 
ISTE Teacher Standards: 

! 2. Design and Develop Digital-Age Learning Experiences and Assessments 
Teachers design, develop, and evaluate authentic learning experiences and assessments 
incorporating contemporary tools and resources to maximize content learning in context and to 
develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes identified in the NETS•S. Teachers: 

d. design or adapt relevant learning experiences that incorporate digital tools and resources to 
promote student learning and creativity. 

Technology Integration: 
Hardware and Software Needs 

! One computer for each team  
! Google 5.1.3 or higher 
! Access to the Internet 

Tips and tricks 
! Tip 1: Atomic Learning, C.2. Using Basic Functions, Searching for a location 

http://www.atomiclearning.com/k12/gglearth5 
 

Resources: 

Handouts or Downloads 

! Map of Mexico 
! Mexico and Google Earth Checklist 

 
Links to teaching resources 

! Google Earth: Beginner Tutorials, Navigation: 
http://www.google.com/earth/learn/beginner.html#navigation 

! Atomic Learning, B.1. Navigating In Google Earth, Zooming using the Navigation tools 
http://www.atomiclearning.com/k12/gglearth5 
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Web resources 
! Google Earth for Educators: http://sitescontent.google.com/google-earth-for-educators/Home 

Lesson Plan 

Total Time: 
Three to four one-hour student sessions and 15-30 minutes teacher prep time 

Teacher Prep Time: 
Prior to the Lesson (15 minutes):  

1. The teacher will make copies of the Map of Mexico and Mexico and Google Earth List  
2. Review the Map of Mexico, and Mexico, Lesson Overview and Educator’s Guide handouts. 
3. Divide the class into working partnerships or teams of two 
4. Connect the teacher computer to the document camera and the projector. 
5. The teacher writes the I can statement on the board: I can find and label physical features 

like oceans, mountains and rivers in Mexico using Google Earth maps. 
 

Prep Lesson/Background Knowledge: 
1. The teacher will become familiarize with where the Google Earth icon or program is located 

on the computer.  
2. The teacher will open Google Earth and note where Google Earth’s Search field and the 

Google Earth Screen are located.  

Directions: 

Day 1:  

1. Handout the Map of Mexico and if needed Mexico and Google Earth List.  
2. Students write their name on both papers.  
3. On the Map of Mexico students color the surrounding oceans and gulf light blue, 
4. On the Map of Mexico students write the words Map Key on the top part of the box on the 

Map of Mexico handout, 
5. On the Map of Mexico students write the cardinal directions or compass rose under the Map 

Key. 
6. Handout one computer to each pair of students, and have one of the student’s login to the 

computer. Check to make sure that both students can see the computer screen and that the 
computer is placed between the pair. 

7. The teacher reads the I can statement to the class: I can find and label physical features like 
oceans, mountains and rivers in Mexico using Google Earth maps. 
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8. The teacher models where to find the Google Earth Icon on the computer and double clicks to 
open the Google Earth program. The students follow along. 

a. The teacher shows students how the Navigation Tools works by modeling where to find 
the word Features, and has the students find the word Features in the left column of 
Google Earth. (See Tip 1) 

9. The teacher models where to find and check the boxes in front of Borders and Labels, Panoramio 
and Terrain in the left column of Google Earth.  Then students do this. 

10. The teacher models where to find Google Earth’s Search or the magnifying glass

 and where to type the word Mexico. Then students do this. 
11. The students type Gulf of Mexico in a Google Earth Search. 
12. The students label Gulf of Mexico on the Map of Mexico handout. 
13.  The teacher models where to type Gulf of California to use Google Earth Search. 
14. The students type Gulf of California to find the location of the Gulf of California using 

Google Earth Search. 
15. The students label Gulf of California on the Map of Mexico handout. 
16. The teacher models where to write the words Pacific Ocean. (The teacher may want to use a 

map. This is too broad a search to be effective using Google Earth.) 
a. The Pacific Ocean is to the west of Mexico, and the students write the words Pacific 

Ocean on the Map of Mexico handout.  
17. The teacher models where to write the words Atlantic Ocean and the students write the words 

Atlantic Ocean on the Map of Mexico handout. 
a. The Atlantic Ocean is to the east of Mexico, and the students write the words 

Atlantic Ocean on the Map of Mexico handout. 

Day 2: 
1. The teacher reads the I can statement to the class: I can find and label physical features like 

oceans, mountains and rivers in Mexico using Google Earth maps. 
2. Connect the teacher computer to the Document Camera and the Projector. 
3. Handout the Map of Mexico and Mexico and Google Earth List  
4. Handout one computer to each pair of students, and have one of the student’s login to the 

computer. Check to make sure that both students can see the computer screen and that the 
computer is place between them. 

5. The teacher reviews for students how to use Google Earth panning tool by moving the map image 
closer and farther away with the use of the slider on the Google Map. 

6.  The students follow along and use Google Earth panning tool by moving the map image closer and 
farther away with the use of the slider on the Google Map 

7. The teacher shows the students how to use Google Earth to find mountain icons in Mexico.   
8. The teacher models how to use Google Earth to view Terrain by panning closely. 

9. Students find three mountain icons in Mexico  using Google Earth.  
10. Students transfer that information correctly to their Map of Mexico by drawing the mountain in 

the general area and labeling the three mountains on their Map of Mexico handout.  
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11. The teacher shows the students how to use Google Earth to find Mexico, Manzanillo Bay 

 . 
12. The teacher models how to use Google Earth to view Panoramio of Manzanillo Bay. 
13. The teacher shows the students how to use Google Earth to find will find Mexico, Términos 

Lagoon or Laguna de Términos.   
14. Students label Términos Lagoon the Map of Mexico.  
15. Students answer question 1 at the bottom of the Map of Mexico handout.  

a. What is a lagoon and why is the lagoon’s water level always changing (ocean tides)? 
b. Teacher models how to write a Cause and Affect statement.  
c. Students compose their own Cause and Affect statement about how the moon affects the 

tides. 

Day 3: 
1. Follow steps 1-4 in day 2.  
2. The teacher models how students use Google Earth to find Mexico, Lake Pátzcuaro.

  
3. Students label Lake Pátzcuaro, Mexico on the Map of Mexico handout. 

4. The teacher models how students use Google Earth to find Rio Grande River.
Then students do this. 

5. Students will label Rio Grande River on their Map of Mexico handout. 
6. Students will answer question 2 at the bottom of the Map of Mexico handout. 

2. Name the two countries that border the Rio Grande River. 

1. _________________ Mexico 
 

2. _________________ The United States of America or the USA 

 

7. The teacher models how students use Google Earth to find the Rio Colorado

 or the mouth of the Colorado River. 
8. Students will follow along with the teacher and find Rio Colorado or the mouth of the Colorado 

River using Google Earth. 
9. Students label the Colorado River and Rio Colorado or the mouth of the Colorado River on the 

Map of Mexico handout. 
10. The teacher models how students use Google Earth to find the Rio Colorado Delta. 
11. The teacher models how to Google Earth use pan to move closer to see the features of the Rio 

Colorado Delta.   
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12. The students follow along with the teacher and use Google Earth pan to see the features of the Rio 
Colorado Delta. 

13. Students will answer question 3 and 4 at the bottom of the Map of Mexico handout. 
3. Circle the adjectives below that describe the Rio Colorado Delta.  

green  gray   brown   sandy  muddy  

hilly  flat  mountainous  desert  watery 

4. Do you think the Rio Colorado Delta is (barren or lush) __________? Why 

14. The teacher models how students use Google Earth to find the Sonoran Desert . 
15. The students follow along with the teacher using Google Earth to see the features of the Sonoran 

Desert. 
16. Students label the Sonoran Desert on the Map of Mexico handout. 
17. Students will answer the different & alike question 5 at the bottom of the Map of Mexico handout. 

5. How are Rio Colorado Delta and the Sonoran Desert alike and how are they different? 
Alike:       Different: 

Extension/Challenge: 

1. In Google Earth’s Features students can click Ocean find and label underwater trenches or 
canyons.  

Tip: Atomic Learning, F.3. Special Features, View the ocean 
http://www.atomiclearning.com/k12/gglearth5 

2. Students can find three to five places that interest them using Google Earth  
a. Students can label those three to five places on their map.  
b. Examples: whale sightings, turtles reserves, shipwrecks, dead zone, diving spots or surf spots. 
c. Students should use the Map Key and added icons and words about the three to five 

places of interest to help others understand their Map of Mexico handout. 
3. Students can use the tilt feature to explore the earth’s terrain.  
4. Students can use the handout Mexico and Google Earth List to check off tasks as they 

complete each day to help them stay organized.
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        Name____________________ 

    Map of Mexico 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright Requires the link: http://d-maps.com/carte.php?lib=mexico_map&num_car=4129&lang=en 

1. What is a lagoon and why is the lagoon’s water level always changing (ocean tides)? 

 

2. Name the two countries that border the Rio Grande River? 
3. _________________ 

 
4. _________________ 

3. Circle the adjectives below that describe the Rio Colorado Delta.  

green  gray   brown   sandy  muddy  

hilly  flat  mountainous  desert  watery 

4. Do you think the Rio Colorado Delta is (barren or lush) __________? Why? 
 
 
5. How are Rio Colorado Delta and the Sonoran Desert alike and how are they different? 

 
Alike:        Different: 



Name_________________________ 
 

Mexico and Google Earth Checklist 

 

 Started Finished 

1. Write your name on the papers.   

2. Color the surrounding oceans and gulf light blue.   

3. Write the words Map Key above the to the right of the map.     

4. Draw the cardinal directions or compass rose in the space below 
the Map Key. 

  

5. Find Gulf of Mexico using Google Earth and label the Gulf of 
Mexico correctly on the Map of Mexico handout. 

  

6. Find Gulf of California using Google Earth and label it correctly 
on the Map of Mexico handout. 

  

7. Find Pacific Ocean using another source and label the Pacific 
Ocean correctly on the map. 

  

8. Find Atlantic Ocean using Google Earth and label the Atlantic 
Ocean correctly on the map. 

  

9. Find three mountains using Google Earth and draw the three 
mountains correctly in place on the Map of Mexico handout. 

  

10. Label the three mountains correctly on the Mexico map.   

11. Draw a mountain icon inside the Map Key.   

12. Find Manzanillo Bay using Google Earth and label Manzanillo 
Bay correctly on the Map of Mexico handout. 

  

13. Find Términos Lagoon or Laguna de Términos using Google 
Earth and label Términos Lagoon or Laguna de Términos 
correctly on the Mexico map. 

  

14. Find Lake Pátzcuaro using Google Earth and label Lake 
Pátzcuaro correctly on the Map of Mexico. 

  

15. Find Rio Grande River using and label it correctly on the Mexico 
map Hint: This river follows the boarder. 

  

16. Find Rio Colorado using Google Earth and label Rio Colorado 
correctly on the Map of Mexico. 

  

17. Find Sonoran Desert and label it correctly on the Mexico map.   

18. Answer Questions 1-5 located at the bottom of the Map of Mexico.   


